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ABSTRACT 

At first, I feel so proud to work on this Master thesis theme which mainly aims the entrepreneur 
woman in Kosovo, where I will personally try to understand their difficulties and skills to be 
independent. 

This Master thesis aims to research on which will be the impact of family and organization of 
entrepreneur women in a business network. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the 
organization of entrepreneur women within business associations, which is the business success 
of enterprises, do they have a genuine business network, etc. 

In this paper work, by a survey, I will try to understand about entrepreneur women in Kosovo, 
their business, their skills, their difficulties and many others. 

The high participation of women in business will contribute to a more stable, , balanced and 
developed society, considering the fact that they will again face with difficulties in providing 
finances for the development of their managerial features. 

The content of theme will have the economical and social power of Kosovan women. Countries 
of South-eastern Europe, a part of which is the Republic of Kosovo too, are prior to pre-judge 
and at the same time not to believe in the ability of women as hosts and leaders in a business. 

In Kosovo, except the prejudice as a phenomenon of mistrust, we confront it in another factor 
too, and this is the feeling of risk. Women in general as a gender are known as less prior to risk. 

In our environment, in which can be developed a business world, it is required courage and guts, 
because investment requires business risk. Maybe the risk factor is the phenomenon in relation 
with the general number of population, so we have few women in entrepreneurship. 

Naturally, the framing of women in business, except the readiness, it requires support from 
family and circle. Finding support from family for a woman with aims and readiness to deal with 
that occupation, means a lot. Generally, women in Kosovo express their will for 
entrepreneurship. They have initiated for framing in the field of business, but we still don’t deal 
with a desired percentage.  

Because of the nature of gender that belongs to entrepreneur women, except support from family, 
need an organization within their business associations. This is done with the purpose of adding 
communication between them, identification of needs and excess of obstacles. 

Also, what is important is the thought, power, knowledge, confidence to release what they want. 

‘’The Law Of Attraction states that you get more of what you focus on.’’ 



‘’When you acknowledge what you do not want, and then ask yourself, ‘’What is it that I do 
want?’’ you begin a gradual shift into telling your new story and into a much improved point of 
attraction.’’  

‘’You get the essence of what you think about – whether you want it or not – because The Law 
of Attraction is unerringly consistent – therefore, you never only tell the story of ‘‘how it is 
now’’. ‘’You are also telling the future experience that you are creating right now.’’ Abraham 
Hicks. 

Success is where there’s fright, just as if we were in a dark cave, where there can be the treasure 
we were looking for..how true is this? The place where we are most afraid of, keeps the most 
valuable treasure. 

What is the creation of a new business? When this question is raised, each random person might 
say: ‘’To gain money, of course.’’ This might come as unexpected for some increasing business 
leaders, in order to expand business. John Mackey, CEO of Whole Foods Market, leads like: 
‘’The aim of business is to create stable values for all the interested pairs.’’ 

Today, enterprises are in a high competition pressure from other enterprises, which offer the 
same thing, product or similar service or maybe they’re in pressure from consummators who 
always expect more from the product that they consume. 

The readers of Half the Sky book of Nicholas Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn’scan recognize the 
name of GorettiNyabenda where she was profiled in the book, as an example of an authorized 
woman who is capable to transfer her status as an entrepreneur, because she was united with a 
group of savings and loan in which she gave her savings and got loans to create and release her 
wish for creating a business.  (International Museum of Women – Global Fund for Women). 

 

 

 


